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Seal-less Pumps a Success in Polymer Injection
Major global oil and
gas companies are significant users of HydraCell pumps in upstream
and downstream applications.
Seal-less design allows the pumps
to handle liquids of all types from
thin non-lubricants to abrasive
slurries, chemicals and contaminated mixes. They have a wide
operating range and can work
continuously at high pressures.

Polymer Injection
Low-shear pumping action,
responsive control and reliability
were critical considerations for
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) systems specialist Nalco FabTech
when designing and installing a
21-pump polymer injection facility
for a Wyoming oilfield.

Following the success of the
Wyoming plant, FabTech has
installed injection plants with
Hydra-Cell pumps in Canada and
Oklahoma, while additional
pumps incorporated in the
Wyoming plant include a larger
Hydra-Cell model, the H35.

Improved Life Cycle Costs
A distinctive feature of the HydraCell, giving it an advantage in
many applications over other positive displacement pumps, is that
there are no dynamic seals or
close-tolerance moving surfaces in
the design.
Seal-less design has implications
for the service life of the pump and
Life Cycle Costs, by removing the
most common cause of premature
wear and consequent loss of performance. But equally significant

Polymer injection plant designed and built by FabTech
(photos: Nalco FabTech)

for FabTech on the injection application is the low-shear pumping
action of the Hydra-Cell, protecting
the polymer from degradation.

Hydra-Cell G25 at ONS
In the North Sea, JWS (Jansen og
Williamsen Services AS) is a
Norwegian full-service supplier
within drill cuttings handling and
high pressure cleaning. JWS services include vacuum transport,
together with transport of drill cuttings, sludge and slops.

The company supplies vacuum
pumps that are both standardised
and custom-produced for various
needs – including the Hydra-Cell
G25 as part of the company’s offerings for vacuum transport.
During ONS, visit JWS at M 1200 to
find out more about the company’s
offerings and the Hydra-Cell G25.
Visit www.hydra-cell.eu and
www.jws.no to find out more.

[[Your pumps & systems supplier! ]
Blending:
Sulphure
Blending on API Density
Blending on viscosity

Measurements:
Density measurement
Sulphure measurement
Viscosity measurement
and prediction if essential
for quality control

Mixing medium:
Heavy crude oil water delution
Crude oil desalting
Reaction process where droplet size

Meet us at ONS 2012
Hall B stand No.: 263

We provide fully customized, engineered and tested mechanical pump packages for a wide
range of various applications.
Delta-p strives to be a flexible company and focuses on customer demands. With our high
quality production facilities, we provide unique pump products and market experience, such
as process know-how and material selection.
Delta-p also provides systems for advanced oil sampling technology.
For more information, please visit our web site
www.delta-p.no
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Delta-p, Pump- and CompressorSystem AS
Jongssåveien 3, 1338 Sandvika, Norway
Tel: +47 67 80 69 00 / Fax: +47 67 80 69 01
www.delta-p.no / post@delta-p.no
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